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Preface

The roar of the crowd, the screams of animals and victims, the smell of
blood, sweat, and perfume, the flash of weapons within the last frantic, fatal
movements, the colors of the charioteers glimpsed through the dust and
jostling crowd as the horses round the last turn. Given the heady sensualism
embedded in the original phenomenon, it is not surprising that Roman
spectacle holds a prominent position in the modern imagination, becoming
a site of contemporary social and political meaning. The bloody enter-
tainments of imperial Rome are like the stereotypically luxurious bath-houses,
the banquets, and the orgies, all central to the popular perception of Rome
as a civilization devoted to sophisticated luxury, to personal pleasures, a
civilization doomed by its decadence. It is true that the Roman world devoted
an overwhelming amount of time, energy, money, and attention to spectacle,
with politicians bankrupting themselves to provide games, towns giving over
huge amounts of public space and public funds for the construction of
venues. But this was hardly a matter of officially sanctioned hedonism, pure
and simple. The games carried a complex nexus of interlocking meanings
in imperial Rome; the organization, production, and presentation of these
performances articulated social, political and cultural meaning and provided
substance and setting for the playing out of Roman values. This book considers
Roman spectacle from the perspectives of those who created, used, experi-
enced, enjoyed, hated, respected, condemned, and found themselves in the
games as an active, living institution. Rather than trying to extract The One
True Meaning of the games, I have attempted to present Roman spectacle as
multiple complicated experiences that touched different individuals and
groups in different ways.

The ancient resources assembled here are of many different types. Typically,
literary texts favor the viewpoint of the wealthy elite, those who produced
and read this kind of material. Inscriptions in stone and high-quality artistic
representations also tend to reflect upper-class expectations, as it required a



certain financial status to pay for such items. The wealthy elite did not speak
with one voice, however, as a range of agendas, regional backgrounds,
and changes over time flavor the evidence. Graffiti and curse tablets are
more ephemeral media and hint at motivations driving non-elites in the
Mediterranean. The lived experience of performers leaks out in dribbles from
fairly limited material, represented mostly in epitaphs and the Christian
martyr acts. The interests of editores, imperial and otherwise, can be found
in law codes and painted notices for games; these different texts spoke to
different target audiences, however; the one offering practical precedents
for administrators and the other celebrating a gathering of a specific social
network, met for the purposes of exchanging honor and pleasure. The editorial
introductions for each source attempt to locate the material in the ancient
context, drawing out the distinctive points of emphasis and purpose.

The original inspiration for this collection came from Thomas N. Habinek,
who organized a graduate seminar on the arena at UC Berkeley in the spring
semester of 1991. The participants in the course provided much stimulating
discussion and provocative perspectives. My gratitude to then fellow-students
Martha Jenks, Haley Way, Judy Gaughan, Matt Roller, Eric Gunderson, John
Harding, Trevor Murphy, and Mark Ryerson, and to Tom Habinek, whose
discussions of the project in the years since have greatly influenced its ultimate
framework and emphasis. The final manuscript owes much to the diligence
and care of my two research assistants, Cynthia Ann Gonzales and Julia
Hudson-Richards; Julia’s help with the tedious minutiae is particularly
appreciated, as is her wit. Thanks also to Jodie Kreider, who made me stop
fiddling at a key moment. I’m also grateful for the support of Blackwell
Publishing, particularly Al Bertrand and Angela Cohen, noteworthy in their
patience and understanding. As always, the faculty, staff and graduate and
undergraduate students of the Department of History at the University
of Arizona have provided assistance, insight, and stimulation in bringing
this effort to completion. A shout out to the U. of A. Classics Department
as well. Finally, I extend enormous appreciation to friends and family for
their continuing efforts to encourage me and maintain balance and sanity
in my life.
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